CASE STORY

WWW.SKGTEXAS.COM

The Challenge:

How SKG goes into multiplayer mode to drive value,
productivity, and awesomeness for EA's nationwide
locations.

I so enjoy working with Amanda and her team. The attention to detail, relationship
building, and care and concern for our projects are fantastic. Amanda’s ideas,
creativity, recommendations, and solutions on our many buildouts and remodels
has made a significant different to our workspace, atmosphere, and employee
engagement. Creating new spaces that will engage and inspire our employees is a
daunting task, Amanda has never shied away from jumping in feet first, working
and guiding us through the process of design, selection, install, and execution start
to finish.
RENE RICE
DIRECTOR - REAL ESTATE, FACILITIES & WORKPLACE SERVICES
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FROM COAST TO COAST, SKG DELIVERED
CURATED SOLUTIONS TO ELEVATE EA'S
EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
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THE CHALLENGE
EA has a cog in the machine mentality
that’s all about leveraging uniqueness to
synergize and energize their brand.
Across the spectrum they have wild,
weird, amazing and very talented teams
with varying functions, but need them all
to use their collective powers to power
the world’s most dynamic gaming giant.
In Austin, they wanted to bring their Agame people together under the same
building, but needed someone who could
dig deep to understand the workings of
each team and solve for those unique

The attention to detail,

needs through independent and

relationship building, and

collaborative workspaces, ancillary areas

care and concern for our
projects are fantastic.

and purposefully reconfigured spaces.
They needed a company with the 360degree capabilities, financial resources,
powerful partnerships and good old-

RENE RICE
DIRECTOR - REAL ESTATE, FACILITIES &
WORKPLACE SERVICES

fashioned Texas service to deliver
dynamic design solutions and services.
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THE SITUATION
This was a competitive bid process, to
which we are no stranger. EA shortlisted

EA Austin Bioware

from the first round of bids, then invited

SCOPE: 58,110
SF: 389 STATIONS

the final three dealers to participate in a

EA Austin Red Crow
SCOPE: 75,311
SF: 341 STATIONS

mock-up evaluation and live presentation
to the team. We teamed with Knoll to
provide leverage on the best discounting
possible for EA that could eventually be
used as a national purchasing agreement.

EA Commons &
Ancillary Furniture

We understood EA’s cabling needs to be

SCOPE: SEVERAL BREAK AREAS
AND ANCILLARY FURNITURE IN
BIOWARE

who would primarily be using these

EA WWCE:

services to deliver unique but synergized

SCOPE: 3,000
SF: 43 STATIONS

very large for the software developers
workstations. We went into multiplayer
mode using our entire spectrum of
solutions across the building and across
teams.

SERVICES
Design
Installation
Project Management
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EA AUSTIN BIOWARE
HANDS DOWN, THE BEST HEADS DOWN WORKSPACE SOLUTIONS
The Bioware team is full of thinkers who really like to get in their own heads before they
can bring all heads together. So, we chose our full height Knoll Fence wall with very large
cable capacity and added 21” H frosted, dual-sided writable add ups to give more privacy
and maximize real estate. The EA team determined they liked the panel-to-floor look for
this site, to maximize the full height, add privacy for hiding personal items, and maintain a
clean look across the open plan. We leveraged cost savings and a great secondary line with
Symmetry electric, L-shaped height-adjustable bases to use with the other Knoll
components. This spec keeps both surfaces traveling up and down together for a seamless
workspace.

389

workstations we brought to the 58,110 SF footprint.

EA AUSTIN RED CROW
CURATING A PLAN TO BRING THIS CLAN
TOGETHER
The Red Crow team is a little different breed
of players who needed more collaboration in
their station. Our design team worked with EA
to really explore the space to combine
collaborative space with incubation space.
Leveraging scale from Bioware, we brought in
the same amazing Knoll Fence with dynamic
cabling capacity but opted for shorter panelto-floor look with the spine wall stopping at
desk-height with the same 21” marker boards
to create an open feel.
With 75,311 SF and 341 workstations, the
footprint provides ample space to throw ideas
around and future room for growth.
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EA AUSTIN COMMONS AND ANCILLARY FURNITURE
READY. SET. BREAK OR COLLABORATE
For this particular job, we really got to bring EA’s culture to life in some fun, common areas. We had
to ramp up our creativity to maximize existing assets, and ramp up our speed to market time to
solve for a short timeline and fixed budget. As usual, it was game on. Leveraging a look book
curated specifically for EA, we provided cost-effective, quick ship options to get things moving.
Working with the EA team, we learned space needs and planned solutions to vibe with the lively
EA culture. We met at a local furniture manufacturer to view and sit test the SKG signature line of
lounge products specifically designed to work with EA’s existing furniture. We paired movable soft
seating with pops of color and warm woods with cool rugs to create a fun eclectic space for team
members to collaborate and get away from their main desk. Mission accomplished.

EA AUSTIN WWCE
MAXIMIZING SPACE TO MAXIMIZE PRODUCTIVITY
Four years into our relationship with EA, we had an awesome opportunity to blend hindsight with
foresight to reconfigure and reimagine space for WWCE. Using our collective knowledge of what
was really working in Austin combined with new and improved workspace solutions, we went to
work.
This group really wanted to maximize real estate and bring productivity to every inch of space, but
also wanted the value-add of blending existing assets with cool new offerings. Our Design, Project
Management and Installation teams put their heads together reconfiguring the space to merge
existing furniture with new brand standards. We helped tear down and reconfigure existing panels
to provide functional space division, using taller panels to create more corridor privacy and
“bullpen” spaces. We brought in new furniture with a more
efficient footprint to really maximize performance for their team.
In all, we brought extra capabilities to power this 43-person workforce with comfortable, cool
connected solutions. Saving them money by reallocating assets and super fast turnaround.
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THE CHALLENGE
EA Los Angeles

EA Chatsworth Respawn
SCOPE:
FLOOR 1 - 3854 SF 40 STATIONS
FLOOR 2 - 102 SF 2 STATIONS

EA Chatsworth Motion
Capture Studio
SCOPE: 3970 SF 22 STATIONS

SERVICES
Design
Installation
Project Management

Bringin' a whole lotta worth to
Chatsworth
The two EA Chatsworth Projects are
diversified in size and personality. Each
space had the same need for
productivity,
but each space truly had its own brand
of EA awesome to bring out. In these
jobs, EA needed flexible set up solutions
and scalable ideas to help evolve
workstations
and
reconfigure
workspaces to accommodate growth
and
support
different
team
functionalities.
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EA CHATSWORTH RESPAWN
Flexing our creative space muscle
The Solution:
Respawn needed to expand workstations to match
closely with existing non-Knoll stations. We
leveraged our Knoll contracts to get the best
possible discounting, even on this smaller space.
Respawn had newer workstations from a different
vendor, so we matched workstation heights and
components to best complement our new products.
Later, we added beltway power to accommodate
the large number of cables to manage on the fly
changes and supporting the challenge for robust
data and electrical needs and advanced
technologies.

EA CHATSWORTH MOTION
CAPTURE STUDIO
Setting Design in Motion
The Solution:
This open warehouse houses the high-end equipment
and the amazing production team that creates EA
games. There is a lot of state-of-the-art work
happening in this cool, little space, so of course they
needed a state-of-the-art place to play and work. Of
course, we were cool with that and used minimalist
freestanding fixed and height adjustable desks with
ample space for the team to kick back and relax. To
breathe new life into the space and bring greater
value, we leveraged existing tables and chairs and
added modular sofas with faux leather for cleanability
and pops of color with metal occasional tables.
Layered with style for "talent" to feel accommodated
and special. This unique space came alive right before
their eyes and creativity never skipped a beat.
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PASADENA INDUSTRIAL TOYS
It's totally play to work at Toys
The Challenge:
In Industrial Toys, EA took over a really cool space
with a lot of personality and some pretty awesome
Knoll assets. Although it was a simple build-out
utilizing EA’s internal workplace team, they needed
someone with proven California connections to
provide furniture solutions to support their design
and project intent and stay within budget.

The Solution:
Because this job was a unique project with a lot of working parts, we worked through our California partners
to leverage a proven local project and installation team to maintain feet on the streets at all time. We worked
closely with the EA workspace team on the design, finishes, and made a really colorful, industrial, yet
comfortable space for the team to enjoy.
Although a smaller footprint, we knew the EA workstation in Austin was a huge hit, so we modified it to fit
Pasadena’s needs. The result was an open, efficient, benching set-up with height adjustable workstations with
all of the great features of Knoll Antenna fence and privacy screens.
To add some fun to the open area, we brought in reconfigurable Knoll lounge seating and high-back lounge
chairs at the windows to take in the views of Pasadena. We installed booths with ceilings to house impromptu
meetings in the open plan, and creative reconfigurable shelving to provide both storage, privacy and visual
interest to break up the open plan. The custom front desk and soft seating provided a perfect landing space
for the entry, and the reconfigurable training room provides an all-hands, multipurpose area for teams to meet
supporting long term flexibility for changing demands.
The existing built-in banquette on one of the main corridors was a cool idea that needed a little love, so the
EA team
brought it back to life with new upholstery and fun pillows, and we brought new tables and chairs to update
the look and give additional meeting and break out space to the team members.
All in all, we worked seamlessly with the EA team and local partners to bring the space to life and create a
cool space to connect employees, attract talent and keep EA growing.
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EA Baton Rouge
EA BATON ROUGE
FLEXING OUR QUICK MUSCLE

SCOPE: ANCILLARY FURNITURE
4064 SF

SERVICES
Design
Installation
Project Management

The Challenge:
The team at Baton Rouge needed to update
ancillary furniture to work within an existing
space. The furniture needed to solve for more
than just space, but functionality and budget.
Like all of EA’s spaces, the solution needed to
fit the unique aspects of the workforce and
workstyles while blending seamlessly with the
EA vibe and culture. EA needed boots-on-theground kind of service and a company with
dedicated contacts to help drive value.

The Solution:
EA is too busy to wait for things to happen and
we know that. That’s why we used flexible,
quick ship furniture with a great price point to
update the area and put a spark in the space.
We pulled several pieces from EA Austin’s
ancillary furniture to bring a cohesive look to
Baton Rouge knowing that the two teams have
some of the same goals in mind. Our local
installation team performed great work on
SKG’s behalf and our point of contact remained
ever present in the
project for a successful job completion.
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EA Virginia

EA Kentucky

Small is the new big when it
comes to workspace solutions
The Challenge:
The Solution:
We know dynamite comes in small packages,
and that’s how we approached these smaller
projects. We worked with both teams to
assess user needs and presented a scaled
down version of the Austin typical to help
ignite the EA Kentucky and EA Virginia
productivity fuse. We leveraged deep Knoll
EA discounting from the larger projects to
provide ancillary furniture and outfitted the
spaces with items like Knoll Generation and
Regeneration task seating, Symmetry height
adjustable bases, Clarus glass add ups and
Knoll conference tables. We worked with
vetted installation teams who completed the
job with flying colors. Because our goal is
always to provide space for growth, we
leveraged forward-thinking design and we
were able to complete a 2-station add on for
EA Kentucky in early 2020.
Completed on time, within budget and on
brand.

EA Kentucky and EA Virginia were both
smaller satellite offices in need of out of
this world productivity.
The smaller
footprints required smarter design plans
and
the
right
configuration
of
workstations, conference tables and task
chairs to maximize workflow unique to
each space. Lastly, both teams needed a
commitment level larger than their size
and a company with the resources to see
things through on hand and on brand.

EA Kentucky
SCOPE: 16 STATIONS 1420 SF

EA Virginia
SCOPE: 7 STATIONS
6-PERSON CONFERENCE ROOM
497 SF

SERVICES
Design
Installation
Project Management
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SKG TEXAS
AUSTIN
6301 East Stassney | Bldg. 9-100
Austin, Texas 78744-3069

SAN ANTONIO
1627 Broadway
San Antonio, Texas 78215-1244

(512) 518-6189

(210) 320-2500

info@skgtexas.com

www.skgtexas.com

Photography Credit: Johnson Visuals

